Bubbl.us is a free
brainstorming Web 2.0
application that allows
you to create your own
mind maps online and
share your ideas with
others.
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Purpose of Bubbl.us

Bubbl.us can be used for:








Brainstorming ideas
Creating handouts
Creating flow charts
Building a family tree
Presentations
Notes

How does Bubbl.us work?
Bubbl.us is powered by Flash, and
makes it easy for anyone to quickly
start planning and sorting out ideas
through the use of linked text bubbles. It is free and allows you to post
your designs on a web page or blog to
share your creations with friends.

How can Bubbl.us be used in an
educational setting?
Teachers have found many ways to incorporate Bubbl.us into their classrooms. Class
discussions, assignment directions, and prewriting webs are just a few ways to use
Bubbl.us in the classroom.
The main way teachers use the website is
to have their students brainstorm and map
out projects and papers. It is a great way
for students to organize their research
and ideas.
Another way teachers use Bubbl.us, is in
group projects. Students are allowed to
network with each other and look at the
mind-maps of others. Also, because you
are able to network with others, teachers
are able to grade their students’ homework
online, peers are able to do peer reviews on
their own time, and it is all paperless!

Check out some great
lesson plans to use in your
own classroom, located on
our wiki page!
Elementary
Secondary
Post– Secondary
Signing up for an account
is free and easy!

Business/Industry

Where is Bubbl.us used?
Bubbl.us can be used in situations that help thinkers lay out
their thoughts in an organized
and concrete manner.
It allows its users to creatively
display ideas and thoughts., and
it is used in schools, businesses,
and at home.

Bubbl.us can be used
anywhere!

